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Yoho sports band charger

Brands Page 2 Brands Page 3 Brands 2018 New Smart Band M2 Bluetooth Smart Bracelet Heart Rate Monitor Smartband Fitness Tracker Pedometer Wristband system configurationBattery capacity:70MAH Standby time:300 hourinput voltage:5Vweight:6.9 grams net weightText material:Plastic ABSwatch strap:TPU elastomer total length: 235mm width: 1
0.42 inch OLED heart rate:S7000Bluetooth:Bluetooth 4.0 /compatible (Android and IOS)Touch:Touch mode buttonwaterproof:IP67 Gradesensor:Low Power acceleration sensorFunction configurationShort message:SMS Bluetooth sync remindertime:OLED show 24000cosmeter:Motion planning step Sport mileage recordcallcallcall:vibration QQ)Sleep
monitoring: Monitoring the sleep quality charging interface; USB socket Standby time:300 hourAlarm clock:mobile phone terkalate ( clock)APP part:Movement condition Interested in this product? Get the latest price from the seller Contact Seller Wearable has become a pretty cool thing to make. I rooted for my LG G Watch and I use it regularly. The only
thing that I found missing from him was a heart rate monitor. Although many smart bands exist on the market, they are not completely cheap to buy me only for that particular need. That was until I came across the M3 Smart Band aka Yoho Band 2.What's so great about Yoho Band 2? The packaging is not exactly stellar and feels a tad cheap on the side. But
then again, given that the Yoho Band 2 cost me only LKR in 1900, it was nothing to complain about. Inside the package you will receive a user manual in English and Japanese, as well as a charging dock, wrist strap and the device itself. Yoho Band 2 PackFirst Impressions: Strangely familiarStraight from the bat, Yoho Band 2 looked a lot like Xiaomi Mi Band
3. It even has an almost identical belt design and the device itself enters the wrist belt in a similar way. In addition, the charging dock looked exactly like the one that flies with Xiaomi Mi Band.Net Yoho Band 2 charger looks like xiaomi mi band 3Leaving all that I disconnected, connected to Yoho Band 2 to blood. According to the instruction manual, it took
about 2 hours to fully charge. In terms of charging, yoho band 2 can charge usb or through a wall socket with a USB port. The first will be relatively slower because the USB current is much smaller than what the wall socket or normal charger gives. When the Yoho Band 2 was fully charged, I was ready to start using it. This is where the fun part comes in.
One indentation round button is what you use to control the features of yoho band. The display is a standard TFT display that is neither PIC nor AMOLED. The screen is TFT. Not particularly visible in sunlight, but gets the job doneAfter all, given the price, I would not expect it to be. Press the button When the bar wakes up and each consecutive button press
cycles through each function. To activate a certain function, all I need to do is press the button for a long time. The device can actually function as a separate health monitor without a mobile app. Getting up and emAs I said, yoho band 2 can work perfectly and has never been connected to a smartphone. As a separate smart band, Yoho Band 2 can monitor
your steps, heart rate, blood pressure and sleep cycle. I decided to take each of these features back to see exactly how accurate they were. Kicking off with a step counter (pun designed), Yoho Band 2 was actually pretty accurate, showing how many steps I walked. It was then that I realized that I was walking around my house once accumulated about 800-
900 steps. So far Yoho Band 2 has been performing pretty well. Step counter yoho Band 2 was a very accurate next feature I decided to try Yoho Band 2 was a heart rate sensor. This can also be done from the group itself. When I switched to the SSM function, I kept the button down to start the SSM sensor. Reading takes about 10-15 seconds, and my heart
rate was displayed on the screen. I ran the test several times to make sure the results were more or less accurate and they were actually. Yoho Band 2 can show your heart rate heart beat (pun designed)Blood pressure was another feature I decided to check. The average systolic and diastolic levels are 120/80, so I make my main sign to check my pressure.
Once again, the results were quite accurate in a few attempts. For a band that costs a lot, I was happy. When under pressure, Yoho Band 2 gets the job done (again, pun designed)What else can Yoho Band 2 do? In addition to measuring steps, heart rate and blood pressure, Yoho Band 2 can also monitor your offer workouts. This includes a proposal for a
treadmill, skipping and seating. I tried a few and Yoho Band 2 was able to measure all three exactly. There are several features that require using the Yoho Band 2 mobile app. Called Yoho Sports, the app is available on both Android and iOS. Linking Yoho Band 2 to an app is easy because bluetooth is turning on the phone and pairing. After linking, you can
configure additional features of Yoho Band 2. Yoho Sports is easy to use and looks pleasantly cool For example, Yoho Band 2 has a sleep monitor, alarm and even a sedentary reminder. The sleep monitor starts playing when there has been no movement for a while. Although the bar itself does not have its record, the details are all in the program interface.
Similarly, the alarm can be set from the program itself. The alarm is not audible, but it uses a built-in engine to vibrate the tape to You. The Yoho Yoho The program allows you to configure some advanced features of Yoho Band 2.The Sedentary Reminder was perhaps a super feature of them all. Instead of measuring how long I was inactive, it measures how
long I have been sitting in place, and then generates a signal that I get up and stretch. As a writer, I find myself sitting at my desk for hours at a time, so it's nice that Yoho Band 2 reminds me to take a break once. How cheap cheap with Yoho Band 2? There is a saying that good things are not cheap and cheap things are no good. Yoho Band falls into the
middle of these two statements. It's cheap in terms of price and to some extent, cheap in terms of design quality as well. While the step counter, sedentary reminder and other features worked flawlessly, there were some issues I saw. One problem that was confusing was the name of the device itself. Although the packaging calls it M3, the Yoho Sports
program refers to the device as Yoho Band 2. But then again, if it performs as well as it should, it can be called ice cream cheese quote, as far as I'm concerned. The amount of low-cost knockoff health bands is more than 9000Other problem that I saw was with a heart rate sensor. While it does a good job while wearing it, the heart rate sensor and blood
pressure monitor also keep giving random values instead of wearing it. This is simply impossible, because if there is nothing to monitor, the results should come back as zero. But having tried it several times, I confirmed that this deficiency actually exists. Is Yoho Band 2 really worth it? For the price I paid, even with possible flaws in false data when they are
not worn, I really like Yoho Band 2 (or whatever its real name is). The heart rate sensor and blood pressure monitor have their moments, but they are accurate when needed. The step counter is also very accurate and I find myself only walking short distances to see if the group can track, and it does quite well. Yoho Band 2 also displays messages from apps
such as Instagram and WhatsApp, which are an added benefit. If you are on the market for cheap smart bands, you can give yoho band 2 way. It is available both locally and on international websites. Have you used Yoho Band 2? What are your thoughts on this? We would love to hear from you. You.
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